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POSSIBILITIES (Unrefined)

           Attaché Business:  

Lohi'i means Dream - so maybe change Lihi & Lihi'i to Lohi and 
Lohi'i

Ahupua'a - from sea to tip of mountain, wedges of land, containing
everything needed to survive

New guy (replacement at next island over),
the boss,

       Guest Vistors  
movie star romance with Cliff (give him jewelry when 

leaves, why doesn’t he go... she’s still looking for something... I’ve
already found it,, empty hollow, begs for him to come with)... 
volcano science project (vog),

new age retreat, meditation, red hullicinatory drug???, 



Poker Night - surfers brought game.  Maybe we should play 
for, you know, who gets to pack the picnic and who gets to eat?  
Every Room Booked - Lihi, tells Kami, Massive Waves (celebrity 
surfer comes to town, and they have a competition)

Kane grows Cocoa, Coffee, Mangosteen, in seritipous 
clumps about the highland (rumors that he grows ganga as well).  
Islanders and parents have all the low country land staked out.  He 
hunts pigs.  Can’t get a proper lease from the island.  Perhaps has it
in for the hotel, as they can operate beyond the law whereas he 
cannot.  99 year lease, 80 years ago, grandfather built, hotel is 
crumbling about (rebuild for 20 years?  Why?)

           Business:  
 

       Natural Disasters  
Infestation of cockroaches
Lost in lava tubes
Tsunami everyone camp at Kala for the week

Earthquake
Monarch butterflies, animal convention, nexus point
Dolphins
Mano, leading shark out of lagoo and back into ocean

whales,
Earthquake, Appease gods, 37’s rock export business
Lost in the lava Tubes



       Cultural Events  
Miss Lahina
Birth???
Sand castle contest (but who gets buried)

History of The Grand Lihi’i Hotel, or at least Lihi’i.
Official Island: Flower (lilikoi bloom), animal (mongoose), 

fish (mermaid... story in that), bird (African cardinal)
Canoe around island, Mano & Kane
Chinese New Years, Aloha week festival
Coconut Wireless
Amaku’a (animal spirit, friend... who will fight for you)
Hula with Lehani odd woman out?? 
37 - smoke, marriage, wins bet that she could get Cliff to 

throw another Luau 
Spa Under Jacuranda trees, lazing in carpet of purple petals, 

dragon flies, petal spirit
Death March (old warriors, from front???, need friend, 

protector, or god of Ku)
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